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A special Tenth Anniversary Edition of the dazzling National Book Award finalist. "What looks at first

glance like a sweet-tempered satire of workplace culture is revealed upon closer inspection to be a

very serious novel about, well, America. It may even be, in its own modest way, a great American

novel." --Los Angeles TimesTen years ago, Joshua Ferris burst onto the scene with Then We Came

to the End, a hilarious, urgent novel about where most of us spend the majority of our time-the

office. Ferris's debut was nominated for a National Book Award and was selected as one of the top

ten best books of 2007 by The New York Times, Time Magazine and Entertainment Weekly. Every

office is a family of sorts, and the Chicago ad agency Ferris depicts is family at its best and worst,

coping with a business downturn in the time-honored way: through gossip, elaborate pranks, and

increasingly frequent coffee breaks. As they attempt to stave off the inevitable, the cast of this

expansive epic contend not just with job loss, but with breakdowns, break-ups, and rounds of

Celebrity Death Match that force them to confront their own mortality. With an unerring eye for the

details that make life worth noticing, Joshua Ferris tells a true and funny story about survival in life's

strangest environment-the one we pretend is normal five days a week. Hailed by the New York

Times as "expansive, great-hearted, and acidly funny," Then We Came to the End proves to be

every bit as relevant and relatable as it was when it first appeared."As funny as The Office, as sad

as an abandoned stapler, Then We Came to the End is that rare novel that feels absolutely

contemporary, and that rare comedy that feels blisteringly urgent." -Time
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Best of the Month Spotlight Title, April 2007: It's 2001. The dot-com bubble has burst and rolling

layoffs have hit an unnamed Chicago advertising firm sending employees into an escalating siege

mentality as their numbers dwindle. As a parade of employees depart, bankers boxes filled with

their personal effects, those left behind raid their fallen comrades' offices, sifting through the detritus

for the errant desk lamp or Aeron chair. Written with confidence in the tricky-to-pull-off first-person

plural, the collective fishbowl perspective of the "we" voice nails the dynamics of cubicle culture--the

deadlines, the gossip, the elaborate pranks to break the boredom, the joy of discovering free food in

the breakroom. Arch, achingly funny, and surprisingly heartfelt, it's a view of how your work

becomes a symbiotic part of your life. A dysfunctional family of misfits forced together and fondly

remembered as it falls apart. Praised as "the Catch-22 of the business world" and "The Office meets

Kafka," I'm happy to report that Joshua Ferris's brilliant debut lives up to every ounce of

pre-publication hype and instantly became one of my favorite books of the year. --Brad Thomas

Parsons --This text refers to an alternate Paperback edition.

Starred Review. In this wildly funny debut from former ad man Ferris, a group of copywriters and

designers at a Chicago ad agency face layoffs at the end of the '90s boom. Indignation rises over

the rightful owner of a particularly coveted chair ("We felt deceived"). Gonzo e-mailer Tom Mota

quotes Walt Whitman and Ralph Waldo Emerson in the midst of his tirades, desperately trying to

retain a shred of integrity at a job that requires a ruthless attention to what will make people buy

things. Jealousy toward the aloof and "inscrutable" middle manager Joe Pope spins out of control.

Copywriter Chris Yop secretly returns to the office after he's laid off to prove his worth. Rumors that

supervisor Lynn Mason has breast cancer inspire blood lust, remorse, compassion. Ferris has the

downward-spiraling office down cold, and his use of the narrative "we" brilliantly conveys the

collective fear, pettiness, idiocy and also humanity of high-level office drones as anxiety rises to a

fever pitch. Only once does Ferris shift from the first person plural (for an extended fugue on Lynn's

realization that she may be ill), and the perspective feels natural throughout. At once delightfully

freakish and entirely credible, Ferris's cast makes a real impression. (Mar.) Copyright Â© Reed

Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an

alternate Paperback edition.

This is not primarily a work of humor -- although, as other readers have noted, it has some funny

bits and a general thread of wit that runs throughout -- nor is it really about office politics and cubicle

drama. It is not about advertising, though anyone familiar with the weird, pseudo-creative terrarium



of an ad agency will probably get an extra chuckle out of it. This novel is about what it means to be

"we" in the modern world, with its ephemeral relationships and reluctant allegiances, about what

belonging means, and about what happens when (as is practically inevitable in the hook-up,

snapchat, gig economy, cul8r world) belonging comes to an end. The last two pages of this novel

literally took the breath out of me. If you aren't prepared to invest some attention and empathy in the

world Ferris conjures here, this book will feel like heavy lifting. But the attention will pay enormous

rewards. This is a profoundly beautiful book.

This is the first book I've read that has been written entirely in the first person plural. There was a

sense of unease throughout not knowing if I was looking out through the eyes of an almost mythical

many headed creature or if there was a singular cowardly and malicious force lurking in the

shadows, kneading us all together with its hands into a lifeless, amorphous mound of dough. The

last sentence really shook me to the bone!

Joshua Ferris, relatively unknown in the world of Literature, comes up with one of the most

audacious first novels in quite awhile. In my estimation, Then We Came To The End is the best

literary novel of 2007, surpassing even Tree of Smoke, national book award winner of the same

year. While the former doesn't even begin to touch the latter in terms of pure, literary ambition, it

stands higher for me because of its immoderate amount of humor.Like most books (or other forms

of mass media for that matter) focusing on the nuances of the working world, this one goes the

comedic route. Reading through the first chapter, you get a vivid sense of where Joshua is going.

The main characters were introduced and the overall tone was established. It is then that the humor

kicks in.But it isn't the kind of humor that hits you as screwball or outrageous, the origin of the

humor stems from the fact that every single one of these characters are caricatures of ourselves

and of people we have perhaps met in our very own work spaces. That, to me, was what made the

book funny. Work life, especially in commercial companies like the anonymous advertising firm

described in this book, is funny in its very nature. The embarrassment of having your personal

quirks on display for your fellow professionals to see, as is the urge to laugh at exhibitions of the

same, constitutes much of the material in this book.Compounded with a good sense of structure, a

wondrously modern prose voice and a deep feel for the characters, the story captivates you and

brings you to a place of identification with both the characters and the situations they find

themselves in. It is this sympathy that provokes us to turn the pages, even though at times we

wonder where the plot may be taking us. But it does payoff in the end with no small measure of



satisfaction.The satisfaction I get from this book cannot be understated, or overstated. It has given

me glimpses of myriad memories from my own working life. Sometimes, in life, we get caught up in

our career and overlook the relationships of the colleagues we see day in, day out within the

cul-de-sacs. This book does have that dÃ©jÃ -vu magic. And above all, it succeeds as an enjoyable

piece of literature. Few books nowadays can claim to do that.

The unnamed narrator of this book kept me laughing and nodding my head for the whole ride as he

took me through the final tumultuous weeks suffered by the anxiety-ridden employees of a Chicago

advertising firm. Business is down and layoffs are on, and all of them are just clinging to the life-raft,

praying they won't be next and agonizing over what they'll do if they are. For the most part it's a

hysterically funny and usually unflattering inspection into each character, mixed in with more serious

moments, from Tom and his unbearably verbose e-mails to Lynn's possible breast cancer (does she

or doesn't she have it?) to Amber and Larry's sordid affair, to the tyrannical serial number system

used to monitor the precise whereabouts of every single chair, bookcase and printer. It's a brilliant

breakdown of why co-workers really ARE like family, in that you can love and hate them with equal

passion several times over - just in the course of one day.Like the movie Office Space - one of my

all-time favorites - this might be one of those "you had to be there" kind of things, meaning that to

fully appreciate it you may have to have worked in an office environment; i.e., the world of horrific

coffee, unproductive meetings, cheap carpet, unreasonable deadlines, ergonomic chairs, romance

rumors, post-it notes, and the inevitable waves of layoffs. Since that's been my world for far too long

now it was as familiar to me as if I'd written it myself. It's dead-on and in some ways even made me

appreciate the little sub-culture created around one's workplace, one you're often not really aware of

as its own special little world until you're suddenly booted from it.I enjoyed it and will probably

re-read at some point.Then We Came to the End was shortlisted for the 2007 National Book Award.
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